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ABOUT AMHSA
Established in 1990, the Alberta Municipal Health and Safety 
Association (AMHSA) is an educational non-profit organization 
that promotes the knowledge of health and safety in the workplace. 
Our mission is to assist municipal employers in implementing 
effective health and safety (OHS) management systems and 
educate employees through classroom and online training.

With offices in Calgary and Sherwood Park, Alberta, AMHSA’s 
mandate is to provide all Alberta municipalities as well as 
some small businesses, with cost-effective OHS education and 
customer-focused training that help to keep workers safe. 

VISION

MISSION

MANDATE

 VISION
 To be the recognized leader of municipal safety excellence  
 and an innovative provider of education programs.

 MISSION
 To promote quality health and safety management systems 
 by delivering excellent, customer-focused safety education 
 and consultation services.

 MANDATE
 To provide meaningful safety training and education programs 
 to our members in a cost-effective manner.
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Counties  Cities Towns Villages Summer Specialized
& MDs    Villages Municipalities

   65 18 109 86 51 6
(64+1)* 

ABOUT AMHSA MEMBERS

Every town, village, municipal district, county, city, and specialized municipality in 
Alberta is a member of AMHSA. We also have Associate Members who represent 
various small businesses and organizations.
 
While we primarily collaborate with municipalities to create effective workplace 
health and safety management systems, other employers may join as an 
Associate Member, for an annual fee.

Who are they?
 •  There are a total of 335 municipalities in the province of 
     Alberta that comprise approximately 62,000 municipal 
     workers.

*Special Areas

 (The above numbers were taken from the Alberta Government website:
https://open.alberta.ca/dataset/7b81986c-b05a-4b72-8f12-aec3a22970ae/resource/91b04ca6-0b6f-4ccb-91e4-f83f59d744a1/
download/2018-lgcode.pdf)
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JEREMY WICKSON
MUNICIPAL DISTRICT OF TABER  I  DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS

CHAIR, AMHSA (REPRESENTING THE ALBERTA MUNICIPAL SUPERVISORS ASSOCIATION)

In partnership with Alberta’s municipalities, the Board of Directors, and its staff, AMHSA continues to identify the 
needs of our members’ health and safety management systems and address them through the creation of new 
and relevant education tools. In 2018, AMHSA saw a total of 19,539 participants who engaged in its classroom 
settings or on one of its 50+ web-based courses, showing an increase of 27% over 2017. 

AMHSA is the recognized leader of municipal safety excellence and an innovative provider of education programs. 
It embraces the growing trend and demand for online courses. The success of the online classroom settings has 
corresponded with AMHSA online presence which has created new avenues for municipalities to conduct their 
training. Since inception in 2013 the online components offered has grown substantially and AMHSA is working 
to identify further courses to be added based on the needs of the municipal sector.

This year, online course enrollment exceeded classroom participation for the second consecutive year, resulting 
in approximately 57% of participants engaged in online courses while 43% partook in classroom courses. 
AMHSA’s development of a variety of both online and classroom courses that meet both the needs of employers 
and employees alike is a direct result of AMHSA’s response to industry needs. AMHSA’s leadership further 
demonstrates its ongoing support to municipalities in building effective and diverse OHS management systems 
that are relevant to their organization. AMHSA maintains steady enrollment by providing options of on-site and 
classroom courses that are instructed by carefully-chosen subject matter experts. By allowing different learning 
options – on-site or online – AMHSA gives participants the opportunity to gain relevant OHS training in a setting 
that works for them. The addition of the Sherwood Park training facility complements the one in the corporate 
office in Calgary. This provides further commitment to the classroom setting which is important for a balancing 
of services to meet the needs of industry and participant’s safety training programs.

There is a solid team of professionals behind AMHSA to meet the growing needs of the municipal sector. AMHSA 
is prepared for the future with both its firm financial position to continue offering training and tools necessary for 
quality health and safety management. The Board of Directors has a dedicated focus on the long-term development 
and needs of the municipal sector through the achievement of its vision and goals. The diversity of representation 
and experience on the Board provides a solid foundation in our representation of the municipal industry which 
includes administration, operations, union employees, emergency services, contract employees, etc.

It is my continued wish for AMHSA to see continued success for it and its associates into the coming years.

Jeremy Wickson, BEc., CLGM

MESSAGE FROM THE BOARD CHAIR
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MESSAGE FROM THE ACTING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

SHANNON THOMAS
AMHSA ACTING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

2018 was a time of tremendous change in Alberta - for our municipal government members, their staff, our associate 
members, and for AMHSA. Although the changes to our OHS legislation and our Certificate of Recognition (COR) 
program contributed to our shared vision of preventing workplace injury and illness, they also presented challenges for 
all the stakeholders involved. 

Providing timely information and resources related to our members’ changing responsibilities was AMHSA’s top priority, 
and the staff worked diligently to provide accurate information in as many ways as possible. For example:
	 3	We provided general legislation updates and education sessions on specific areas of concern at member 
     Safety Council meetings and at the annual Health, Safety, and Utilities conference.
	 3	We revised existing classroom and online courses, and new course offerings were developed 
     and launched. 
	 3	We provided refresher training for our peer and consultant auditors.
	 3	We provided updated health and safety management systems and auditing training which aligned with  
     the revised legislation.

AMHSA remained committed to two-way communication with its stakeholders in 2018. Throughout the year we 
shared information about events, training opportunities, and new resources via newsletters, auditor updates, email 
announcements, and social media. We conducted the annual membership and auditing surveys and are grateful for the 
invaluable feedback we received, which we use in strategic planning related to our budget, course development, COR 
processes, and special projects. 

The Association experienced both organizational and physical changes this year, and I am pleased to report that our 
new management team formed the foundation for positive momentum in the organization, and our staff has worked 
together across our offices in a respectful, efficient way. We have developed new internal processes and communication 
strategies in the last year, resulting in a stronger team. In addition, our Sherwood Park office moved to its expanded 
location, complete with a training room. We look forward to hosting training courses for our members and meetings 
with our partners at our new location in the coming years! 

I am grateful for the support of AMHSA’s Board of Directors for their dedication to our goals, their strategic vision, 
and the provision of the resources necessary for the Association to effectively serve its membership. Working with the 
Workers’ Compensation Board – Alberta, the Government of Alberta, and other organizations is critical to ensuring our 
future success, and we are committed to collaborating in the future by participating in provincial committees, working 
groups, and prevention initiatives. 

This message wouldn’t be complete without special recognition of AMHSA’s staff and contractors for their hard work, 
determination, flexibility, willingness to embrace change, and above all, their tremendous cooperation during the last 
year. We have been nimble and efficient during this time of transition, due in large part to their ability to remain 
focused on member needs and their commitment to our vision, mission, and mandate. I am truly grateful for their 
contributions, encouragement, teamwork, and commitment to customer service.

Shannon Thomas
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2017-2018 BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

GOVERNANCE

Jeremy Wickson Chair (May 2016) Alberta Municipal Supervisors MD of Taber
  Association (AMSA) 

Christopher Collier Vice-Chair  City of Calgary  Calgary
 (May 2016) 

Paul Vargis  Secretary/Treasurer Canadian Union of Public Employees Calgary
 (Sept 2016)  (CUPE) Local 37  

Mircea Fagarasanu Director City of Edmonton Edmonton
 (Dec 2016)

 Vacant Alberta Water and Wastewater 
  Operators Association (AWWOA) 

Thomas Goulden Director Local Government Administration  Town of
  Association (LGAA)  Stony Plain

Randy Taylor Director  Alberta Association of Municipal  New Dayton
  Districts and Counties (AAMDC)  

Paul Cardiff Director Canadian Union of Public Employees  Calgary
  (CUPE) Local 38  

Rhonda deVos Director Other City – Employer Leduc

Neil Riley Director Other City – Worker  Spruce Grove

Charlie Cutforth Director Alberta Rural Municipal Administrators’  County of
  Association (ARMAA)  Ponoka

Lorne Jacobsen Director Canadian Union of Public Employees  Edmonton
  (CUPE) Local 30  

Buck Buchanan Director Alberta Urban Municipalities  City of
  Association (AUMA)  Red Deer

Lanny Chudyk Director Civic Service Union 52 (CSU) Edmonton
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2018 was a pivotal year in Alberta. The new Occupational Health and Safety Act, 
Regulation and Code came into effect on June 1, cannabis became legal in Canada on 
October 17, and changes to the WCB system were implemented in stages throughout 
2018. The result of these new laws caused municipalities to face much change while 
contending with staff turnover and budget cutbacks while ensuring that workers were 
properly trained to ensure compliance.

AMHSA’s strategic plan established for 2018 greatly assisted in our continued ability to 
develop and deliver member services and resources while maintaining a highly efficient 
organization – without increasing the member funding levy. 

Training and New 2018 Legislation
 • In response to the new legislation enacted by the Government of Alberta, 
  AMHSA modified 10 of its training programs for its members.
 • AMHSA successfully organized several educational meetings, including the 
  Joint, Northern and Southern Alberta Safety Council meetings, as well as the 
  Alberta Cities Safety Council, where members received updates from OHS 
  about the new legislative requirements – including information on Joint 
  Work Site Health and Safety Committees and Representatives, and harassment 
  and violence prevention requirements.
 • All three of the audit-related courses were updated to reflect revised provincial 
  standards and the implementation of a new audit protocol. 
 • A new document entitled “Health and Safety Management Systems 101” was 
  developed to assist municipalities to meet the legislated requirement to have 
  an OHS system in place.

Training and Legislation
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New Classroom Training
AMHSA piloted two new classroom courses in 2018, including
 • Mental Health First Aid 
 • First Responder Wellness Workshop

Online Training
 • Online learning continues to grow steadily, approximately doubling each year 
  since AMHSA launched its first online course offerings in 2014. Participation 
  in 2018 was over 11,000. This growing revenue allows AMHSA to create special 
  projects and offer other resources and services to our members.
 • AMHSA added 34 additional courses (four AMHSA developed and 30 by other 
  developers) to our suite of online offerings.

Training Portals
 • AMHSA created 15 customized member training portals that allowed for easier 
  access to online training and oversight of records with training matrices that 
  contributed to more training.
 • AMHSA produced 300 QR code certificates that contain the individual’s health 
  and safety training certificates. These cards are now in circulation with our 
  members, and this program has been well received and continues to grow.

Grant Award
 • AMHSA applied for and was awarded $10,000 from the Alberta Labour’s 
`  Occupational Health and Safety Innovation and Engagement Grants program 
  for the creation of Impairment in the Workplace Workshops. The first half of
  the workshop will be an instructor-led seminar, and the second half will be an 
  interactive workshop. The heart of the event will spotlight increasing know-
  ledge of the new legislation regarding cannabis and impairment in the 
  workplace and how best to implement OHS policies and awareness training 
  every day. The full-day workshops will be held in Leduc, Airdrie, and Lethbridge 
  in the fall of 2019.
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Conferences
 • AMHSA co-hosted the annual Health, Safety, and Utilities Conference with the Rural 
  Utilities Safety Association (RUSA) in December in Red Deer with over 130 
  attendees and signed a memorandum of understanding with the Association 
  for sponsoring future conferences. In addition, AMHSA supported the conference 
  with a $10,000 annual sponsorship and provided support to the planning committee 
  with resources, promotions, and technical expertise. 
 • AMHSA participated on the Board of Directors of the Alberta Health and 
  Safety Conference Society. We collaborated with the other members of the board 
  and contributed to the planning of the conference.
 • AMHSA sponsored the Firewise Learning Academy’s Cannabis Fire Safety Workshop 
  in October 2018 in Cochrane with over 30 participants and in Leduc with 
  almost 50 participants. The National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) and the Denver 
  Fire Department provided in-depth information on the unique set of fire and life safety 
  challenges with each stage of the cannabis industry – from growing to processing, 
  extraction and selling – and shared experiences conducting fire safety inspections
  and first responder safety. Other sponsors included the Township of Langley, NFPA,
  and Leduc County Fire Services. 
 
Collaboration
 • In collaboration with members from municipalities across Alberta, AMHSA created 
  safety guidelines for arena operations and lawn maintenance and accompanying 
  checklists for municipalities to utilize in reviewing current operation practices. 
 • AMHSA worked with the Alberta Association of Safety Partnerships to develop an 
  eCompliance version of the provincial audit protocol. 
 • AMHSA collaborated with the Rural Utilities Safety Association to provide pre-
  conference sessions at the 2018 Health, Safety and Utilities Conference on OHS
  Legislation and Prime Contractor. 

Certificate of Recognition (COR) and Auditing
 • AMHSA’s Certificate of Recognition (COR) holders will receive approximately $3.2M 
  in PIR refunds from WCB Alberta.
 • Approximately 95% of Alberta’s municipal workforce is employed by a municipality 
  that has a Certificate of Recognition. 
 • AMHSA successfully passed its COR Maintenance audit of its health and safety
  management system.
 • AMHSA held 29 courses related to health and safety program building and auditing,  
  with almost 270 participants.
 • AMHSA participated in the Certifying Partner committee in 2018, as well as in sub-
  committees related to revising the audit standard, training standard, and audit tool 
  development. 
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2018 
GOALS & 

OBJECTIVES
Using our business plan as a guide, AMHSA 

set out to achieve the following goals in 2018:

Provide cost-effective training and education services in the 
prevention of occupational injuries and disease (through classroom 
and online courses)

Promote effective health and safety management by Alberta  
municipalities, associate members, and others (through marketing, 
communications and community engagement)

Monitor and disseminate information on government occupational 
health and safety legislation and policies which impact Alberta 
municipalities and associate members

Act as Certifying Partner and promote Certificates of Recognition 
program, in PIR in cooperation with WCB – Alberta, and Alberta 
Labour – Partnerships

1
2
3
4
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Provide cost-effective training and education services 
in the prevention of occupational injuries and disease 
(through classroom and online courses).1

AMHSA Training 
More members and their employees 
are seeking different ways to obtain 
their OHS training that is convenient 
and easily accessible. As such, AMHSA 
has increased its online presence and 
the number of online courses available 
from anywhere and at anytime.

Correspondingly, there has been a 
continued increase in interest in the 
flexibility and quality of these online 
training platforms at AMHSA. This can 
be illustrated in the distribution of 
participants between online and on-site 
classroom training.

OVERALL TRAINING TO DECEMBER 31, 2018

   2013  2014  2015  2016  2017  2018 

 Total Classroom Courses  650  601  608  574  478  505  

 In-House*  1,980  2,304  2,143  1,848  3,047  2,260

 On-Site  6,808  6,732  6,348  5,498  4,788  5,607

 Online    599  2,021  3,842  6,068  11,167

 Total  8,788  9,635  10,512  11,188  13,903  19,539
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Classroom Courses 
In 2018, AMHSA continued to offer core classroom training courses to all members, 
associate members, and non-members at their place of employment (“on-site” 
training). These classroom courses also include training hosted by AMHSA at their 
offices in Calgary and in Sherwood Park.

On-site classroom courses allow municipalities and their employees to obtain 
AMHSA health and safety training in the convenience of their workplace or by way 
of courses taught by and located at one of AMHSA’s two offices.  

In 2018:
 • Defensive Driving and Leadership for Safety Excellence were once again 
  the  two most popular classroom courses. Hazard Identification, Ground 
  Disturbance, and WHMIS 2015 also remained in the top five. 

 • All AMHSA courses are promoted through email announcements specific to 
  members in northern and southern Alberta, AMHSA’s website, social media 
  pages Facebook and LinkedIn, as well as our quarterly e-newsletter, “Municipal 
  Safety News.”

Top Classroom Courses of  2018

Top 5 Classroom Courses (On-Site) Total
 2018 
Leadership for Safety Excellence 1,049

Defensive Driving 659

Hazard Identification, Assessment, and Control 249

Ground Disturbance, Trenching, and Excavation 229

WHMIS 2015 224

 2017 

Defensive Driving 442

Leadership for Safety Excellence 304

WHMIS 2015 272

Ground Disturbance, Trenching, and Excavation 253

Formal Workplace Inspections 251
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Top Online Courses in 2018
Hazard Identification and Leadership for Safety Excellence (LSE) continue to be our  
most popular online courses. 

We appreciate that AMHSA provides training and resources 
at a reasonable cost to municipalities.    ~ Members’ Survey

Employees find it easier to participate in online training 
because it doesn’t take them away from their regular duties 
for half a day or require additional staffing to cover shifts.   
~ Members’ Survey

In-house Training

  2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
Cargo Securement 0 36 223 258 215 205

Flag Person 384 300 538 529 490 333

WHMIS  1,596 1,968 1,382 1,061 2,342 1,722

Totals  1,980 2,304 2,143 1,848 3,047 2,260

Top 5  Online Course  Total
 2018 
Hazard Identification, Assessment, and Control 2,890

Formal Workplace Inspections 1,555

Accident/Incident Investigation 1,541

Supervisor’s Role 1,152

Leadership for Safety Excellence 1,298

 2017 

WHMIS 2015 1,120

Hazard Identification, Assessment, and Control 786

Leadership for Safety Excellence 557

Chainsaw Safety 539

Leadership in Safety 473
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AMHSA’s safety trainers are always very helpful and insightful.   
~ Members’ Survey

Training Revisions

AMHSA completed many updates to keep courses current during 2018, including:
 • Leadership for Safety Excellence – four modules
 • Joint Work Site Health and Safety Committee / Representative 
 • OHS Act, Regulation, and Code
 • Prime Contractor
 • Workplace Harassment Awareness and Violence Prevention
 • Health and Safety Management Systems and Auditing
 • Audit Refresher

IT upgrades were conducted for the following online AMHSA courses to make them 
available on mobile devices and across various internet browsers:
 • Formal Workplace Inspections
 • Hazard Identification Assessment and Control
 • Chainsaw Safety

New Courses
AMHSA sponsored two courses entitled Mental Health First-Aid. These two-day 
courses were built on the criteria established by the Mental Health Commission of 
Canada. The course was designed to help provide a person developing mental health 
problems or experiencing a mental health crisis. It is an evidence-based program for 
staff and managers, and a proactive step towards building a psychological healthy 
and safe workplace. AMHSA also conducted a pilot project for the First Responder 
online course, workshop and seminar. In addition, a new certification program 
entitled Municipal Manager in Health and Safety was launched in 2018. 

Instructors
AMHSA utilizes over 20 contract instructors to deliver our classroom courses. These 
individuals are selected for their extensive experience in occupational health and 
safety and knowledge of adult education principles.
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Promote effective health and safety management by 
Alberta municipalities, associate members, and others 
(through marketing, communications, and community 
engagement).2

Marketing and Communications
AMHSA provided updates and promoted occupational health and safety management 
through traditional and social media communications platforms.  We used Facebook and 
LinkedIn, quarterly e-newsletters, and targeted email announcements to communicate 
and promote AMHSA courses, upcoming public events, member networking meetings 
and training, government regulations and new legislation bulletins, relevant articles and 
posts, and current information on auditor updates. Training updates were also used to 
further promote new, updated, and existing courses and offerings throughout the province. 
 
Tradeshows, Conferences and Workshops
In 2018, AMHSA participated in several conferences and trade shows as an exhibitor 
and/or sponsor to communicate with members and non-members and to promote the 
organization. 

AMHSA co-hosts the annual Health, Safety, and Utilities Conference with RUSA every 
year in Red Deer in December and signed a memorandum of understanding with the 
Association. In addition, AMHSA supports the conference with a $10,000 annual 
sponsorship, and provides support to the conference planning committee with resources, 
promotions, and technical expertise. AMHSA also provided sponsorship for the Firewise 
Learning Academy’s Cannabis Fire Safety Workshop in October, 2018, in both Cochrane 
and Leduc. 

Engagement 
As part of our business plan, AMHSA focused on increasing our level of engagement with 
our municipal members. We worked collaboratively with municipal volunteer members in 
the creation of two safety guidelines and accompanying inspection checklists relating to 
ammonia and other toxic gases in arenas and lawn maintenance and continued dialogue 
and gained valuable feedback through our annual members’ survey.  This feedback is 
used in strategic planning related to course development, services, and resources for 
members. We also strategically engaged with members to create more partnerships, 
become informed for future course development, and promoted AMHSA as a partner in 
OHS education.
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Member Survey
We continue to rely on members’ feedback to inform us on how to best deliver excellent 
customer-focused and relevant courses to students and municipalities and provide 
meaningful safety training and education programs to Alberta municipalities and small 
businesses. The survey included questions related to customer satisfaction, services 
utilized, and training needs. 

In June 2018, our annual Members Survey was electronically delivered to over 250 
recipients, and we received 69 responses. What we heard from our survey:
 • Our respondents are satisfied to extremely satisfied with our products and services 
  and customer service
 • Over 80% have participated in AMHSA training courses
 • A majority prefer classroom training
 • Over 80% are registered in the Partnership in Injury Reduction Program and have 
  achieved their Certificate of Recognition
 • Over 80% subscribe to our quarterly newsletters

AMHSA provided follow-up communications to members’ comments and/or questions.
 
 
Auditor Survey
AMHSA conducted its annual Auditor Survey in the Spring of 2018 – it was sent to 697 
individuals ranging from peer auditors, to health and safety managers, to consultant 
auditors, and we received almost 100 completed responses. The majority of responses 
were from municipal peer auditors who were certified for more than five years.   What 
we heard:

 • Need for more training dates and inclusion of new content (e.g. case studies, QA 
  exercises) 
 • Support for extended (3-day) auditing training
 • Satisfaction with audit timelines but room for improvement
 • Appreciation for customer service provided

As a result of the feedback received, we have updated the Audit Refresher training (flow 
and content), increased auditor communication, added new content to Auditor Updates 
(FAQs and interpretation of new questions), and revised our internal process to better 
track submitted audits and assignment of QA analysts.  We adjusted our QA turnaround 
time from 45 days to 35 days for internal (COR Maintenance) audits and we are also 
considering implementing a post-audit evaluation process for external (COR Certification) 
audits in 2019.
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Social Media
 • Strategically posted 2 to 4 times per week including two auditor tips/week 
 • Shared relevant OHS stories from the media, updates on legislation and policy 
  changes, promoted AMHSA’s course
 • Promoted events and conferences held by AMHSA partners and members
 • Increased the number of followers by 50%
 • Total Facebook page likes rose by 22%
 • Most viewed posts included the Health, Safety and Utilities conference opening and 
  pre-conference sessions announcements, and auditor tips

Annual Training Awards 
Each year, AMHSA recognizes municipalities in Alberta for their commitment to health 
and safety training in the workplace. In 2018, we based the awards on total trainings as a 
percentage of population, with one award for each of our industries. Congratulations to:

We are also recognizing the Town of Vegreville for embracing their online training portal 
and creating a matrix and forms which were utilized by several other municipalities. 

The Town of Westlock is being recognized with an “Early Adopter Award” for their Joint 
Worksite Health and Safety Committee training. 

• City of Leduc

• Flagstaff County

• MD of Lesser Slave River

• Special Areas Board

• Town of Calmar

• Village of Rockyford

• Improvement District No 9 (Banff)
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Impairment in the Workplace Seminars

Grants Funding
In October 2018, AMHSA applied for two OHS Innovation and Engagement Grants through Alberta 
Labour and was awarded the Action Grant for a total sum of $10,000. These funds will be used for:

 3	Developing and Hosting of three Impairment in the Workplace 
   Seminars (one in the North and two in the South) in the fall of 2019.

The first half of the day will be an instructor-led seminar, and the second half will be an 
interactive workshop. The heart of the event will spotlight increasing knowledge of the new 
legislation regarding cannabis and impairment in the workplace and how best to implement 
OHS policies and awareness training every day. These seminars will be held the days near our 
separate Northern and Southern Alberta Safety Council meetings scheduled in September, 
2019, thus leveraging the attendance of approximately 90 participants who have already 
traveled out of the office for this separate training event. In addition to the Leduc and Airdrie 
offerings, we have also added a third location in Lethbridge to accommodate those living in 
the far south end of Alberta. 

The benefits to the participants are that they will be inspired and gain the necessary 
knowledge to take positive actions resulting in improvements to their Health and Safety 
Management Systems.
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Monitor and disseminate information on government 
occupational health and safety legislation and policies 
which impact Alberta municipalities and associate 
members3

AMHSA exceeded my expectations by hosting a joint NASC/
SASC meeting with Alberta Occupational Health & Safety 
experts. It was the most valuable information I had access 
to on the new Bill 30.  ~ Members’ Survey

Employer Support
 • Support was provided to smaller municipalities and associate members that chose to 
  create and implement their health and safety management systems to meet the 
  updated legislation requiring a Health and Safety Program for over 20 employees. To 
  support further improvements, relevant information about Partnerships in Injury 
  Reduction (PIR) and the Certificate of Recognition and Small Employer COR program 
  was provided.

Member Networking & Information-Sharing
 • AMHSA successfully organized several Safety Council meetings throughout 2018, 
  including the Joint Northern and Southern Safety Council meeting, the Southern 
  Alberta Safety Council (SASC) meeting, the Northern Alberta Safety Council (NASC) 
  meeting, and two Alberta Cities Safety Council (ACSC) meetings. 
 • These events included members and municipality updates as well as educational 
  sessions and guest speakers that enabled attendees to learn and share information 
  related to updated legislative topics related to OHS, and updates from Partnerships 
  and WCB.
 • AMHSA participated on the planning committees for two provincial OHS conferences 
  in 2018, both of which are well-attended by municipal government employees.
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Increasing OHS Awareness
Promotion of OHS awareness was achieved through continued contact with pertinent 
groups at various conferences including:
 • Local Government Administrative Association (LGAA)
 • Rural Utilities and Safety Association’s (RUSA) Conference and Trade Show
 • Alberta Health and Safety Conferences run by the Health and Safety Conference 
  Society of Alberta (HSCSA)
 • Alberta Urban Municipalities Association/Alberta Municipal Services Corporation 
  (AUMA/AMSC)
 • Alberta Association of Municipal Districts and Counties (AAMDC)

Partner Liaison
 • AMHSA’s staff continued to participate in committees with other Certifying Partners 
  in the PIR Program.
 • In liaison with Alberta Labour, AMHSA invited Partnerships Consultants to all Board 
  of Directors meetings, the Annual General Meeting, and all Safety Council meetings. 
  They were also consulted regarding our COR and SECOR programs and auditing. 
  Similarly, in liaison with the Workers’ Compensation Board – Alberta, AMHSA invited 
  a representative to all Board Meetings, the Annual General Meeting and all Safety 
  Council meetings. WCB is consulted regarding Partnerships in Injury Reduction 
  refunds, funding inquiries, claims, and industry rates.
 • Extensive work with both Alberta Labour and WCB Alberta was undertaken in the 
  form of stakeholder feedback and involvement in proposed legislated changes to 
  Health and Safety in Alberta.  
 • AMHSA worked with the Alberta Association of Safety Partnerships to create an 
  eCompliance version of the provincial audit protocol. 

Communicating Relevant Information
 AMHSA’s quarterly e-newsletter, Municipal Safety News, and related email announcements 
provided subscribed members with relevant news including information about new and/
or revised legislation, as well as government and WCB policy updates and changes. 
Auditors also received 4 Auditor Updates in 2018, detailing changes to the audit protocol, 
highlighting audit report-writing tips, reminders about upcoming training, results of 
auditor surveys, answers to frequently asked questions, and deadlines. 
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Act as Certifying Partner and promote Certificates of 
Recognition program in PIR in cooperation with WCB 
– Alberta, and Alberta Labour – Partnerships4

What is COR and SECOR?
Partnerships in Injury Reduction (PIR) is a joint project of Alberta Labour – Partnerships, 
WCB – Alberta, and employers represented by one of Alberta’s 13 Certifying Partners. The 
program helps municipalities earn WCB premium refunds by encouraging organizations 
to implement effective health and safety management systems and obtain a Certificate of 
Recognition (COR) or a Small Employer Certificate of Recognition (SECOR).

AMHSA is the Certifying Partner for Alberta’s municipal 
government sector
 The PIR program is voluntary and runs in partnerships with Alberta Labour – Partnerships, 
WCB – Alberta, Certifying Partners like AMHSA, and participating employers.

What influences the total discount? The rebate amount for a COR holder can range from 
5-20% and can be influenced by being an industry leader, by making improvements in 
performance versus previous years, and by being a first-time COR holder.

Certificates of Recognition are achieved by employers by passing a COR 
Certification audit and are valid for three years as long as the COR Maintenance 
requirements are met in the following two years. AMHSA COR-holder participation:

As a Certifying Partner, AMHSA trains and certifies auditors, coordinates external 
peer audits, conducts quality assurance reviews, liaises with Alberta Labour and 
WCB – Alberta, provides information to employers and auditors, and contributes 
to Partnerships’ standards.

   2017 2018
Total CORs  124 128
Certified  53 40
Maintained COR 71 88
Total Discount $3,377,621 $3,117,537
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In 2018, AMHSA’s innovative MS Excel version of the provincial audit protocol was shared 
with three other Certifying Partners. During the provincial government approval process, 
it received rave reviews from the government for its sampling determination process and 
functionality, including the automation of scoring. AMHSA also launched a new eCompliance 
version of the 2018 audit protocol as an option for its COR-holders. We also processed 
Limited Scope Audits and Action Plans conducted in lieu of COR maintenance audits.
AMHSA continued to participate in the Certifying Partners committee in 2018, and various 
sub-committees related to standards for audit protocols, training on HSMS and auditing, and 
the development of the new Partnerships large employer audit tool.

The quality of staff and their extensive knowledge of the 
audit process allows for timely responses, helpful tips, 
recommendations, suggestions in all stages of the PIR/COR 
requirements of municipalities.  ~ Audit Survey
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AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

APPENDIX A
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Management’s Responsibility
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Independent Auditor’s Report
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Independent Auditor’s Report - cont’d
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AMHSA Corporate Office
1.587.952.2268 | 1.877.537.9063

safety@amhsa.net

www.amhsa.net


